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Abstract

Railway is currently envisioned as the most promising transportation system for both people and freight to
reduce atmospheric emission and combat climate change. In this context, ensuring the energy efficiency of the
railway systems is paramount in order to sustain their future expandability with minimum carbon footprint.
Recent advancements in computing and communication technologies are expected to play a significant role
to enable novel integrated control and management strategies in which heterogeneous data is exploited to
noticeably increase energy efficiency. In this paper we focus on exploiting the convergence of heterogeneous
information to improve energy efficiency of railway systems, in particular on the heating system for the
railroad switches, one of the major energy intensive components. To this aim, we define new policies to
efficiently manage the heating of these switches exploiting also external information such as weather and
forecast data. In order to assess the performance of each strategy, a stochastic model representing the
structure and operation of the railroad switch heating system and environmental conditions (both weather
profiles and specific failure events) has been developed and exercised in a variety of representative scenarios.
The obtained results allow to understand both strengths and limitations of each energy management policy,
and serves as a useful support to make the choice of the best technique to employ to save on energy
consumption, given the system conditions at hand.

Keywords: Energy efficiency; railway infrastructure; heating control policies; stochastic model-based
analysis; unavailability; data integration

1. Introduction

The replacement of road transport with rail
transport is commonly recognized as the best strat-
egy to significantly reduce atmospheric emissions of
transportation of both people and freight [1]. A5

large-scale transition to railway, however, requires
the further improvement of its energy efficiency, in
order to ensure the long term sustainability and the
necessary reduction of carbon emissions.

Recent computing and communication technolo-10

gies are expected to play a crucial role in improving
the energy efficiency of railways systems. The Inter-
net of Things (IoT) in particular is expected to in-
tegrate different sub-systems of the railway into an
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all-in-one management infrastructure in which het-15

erogeneous data can be collected. This computing
paradigm is expected to enable the implementation
of novel control strategies based on the availabil-
ity of heterogeneous data and the fusion with data
collected from external systems. In particular, im-20

provements are expected in the energy efficiency of
the whole system [2], along with other features like
the fulfillment of dependability properties.

This paper tackles the challenge of energy effi-
ciency in the railway transportation system, with25

focus on the heating system for railroad switches.
This is a critical subsystem, responsible for keep-
ing the switches free from snow and ice, necessary
to guarantee the correct operation of the switches
and so the correct train routing. Depending on30

the climate conditions of the place where the rail-
way system operates, the energy consumed by this
heating system can be very relevant. To provide
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concrete examples, in [3] it is reported that the
cost for heating the 6800 switches and crosses in35

Sweden can amount to 10 − 15 MEuro/year. In
Germany, Deustche Bahn (DB) alone has 64,000
switches heated with electrical resistance and gas
heaters, a combined power of 900 MW which con-
sume up to 230 GWh/year [4]. However, while en-40

ergy saving is the primary target of our study, we
are aware that the criticality of the targeted system
imposes that dependability requirements be not en-
dangered. Therefore, this work also addresses sys-
tem unavailability, since the recommended solution45

lies in a satisfactory trade-off between energy con-
sumption and unavailability.

Reducing energy consumption in the addressed
context is pursuable through two major directions:
either enhancing the switch heating and protection50

technology, or improving the policy dedicated to
switch on/off the heating. This paper works in line
with the second direction and in particular aims at
exploiting the accessibility of heterogeneous data
from different sources, both internal and external55

to the railway system, to improve energy efficiency,
but keeping the dependability level as required.

The definition of a basic threshold-based policy
that exploits external data, like the weather fore-
cast data, has been already presented in a previ-60

ous work by a subset of the authors of this paper
[5]. In this work we significantly advance the study
by proposing: i) novel switch heating management
policies, targeting efficiency in terms of power con-
sumption, but without impairing the availability re-65

quirement; ii) a refined framework for the model-
based analysis of such policies, in order to quan-
tify indicators representative of their goodness and
appropriate trade-offs thereof, as a support to the
selection of the most adequate one to employ in a70

specific real context; and iii) an evaluation cam-
paign on a representative case study, by exercising
the developed analysis framework, to compare the
proposed energy management policies in a number
of climate profiles. It is worth to mention that the75

proposed policies can be implemented in any IoT
platform that manages the railways infrastructure.
The policies only rely on basic communication ca-
pabilities between a controller and the sensors and
actuators that manage the railway infrastructure.80

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 3 discusses the logical structure of the ad-
dressed system, the weather model and the work-
ing assumptions. Section 4 presents the three poli-
cies proposed to control the heating of the railroad85

switches. In Section 5 a detailed description of the
developed stochastic modeling framework, through
which the energy efficiency abilities of the switch
heating policies are assessed and compared, is pro-
vided. Section 6 illustrates the case study, the mea-90

sures of interest and discusses the results obtained
by simulating the model. Section 2 overviews re-
lated work, and Section 7 draws conclusions, to-
gether with the identification of interesting future
research lines.95

2. Related work

The railway sector is increasingly in expansion,
to cope with the growing global demand for trans-
port, with estimations of more than doubling the
overall activity by 2050 (as in the report [6] by the100

International Energy Agency, where the future of
the rail system is discussed). Dependence on elec-
tricity is also increasing, spanning four major ar-
eas: train movement, auxiliary systems of the train,
auxiliary systems of the infrastructure (including105

switch heaters, addressed in this paper), stations
and other related uses [4]. Reduction of energy
consumption in this sector is therefore a challeng-
ing issue for both manufacturers producing physical
technologies and for providers of cyber solutions to110

energy supply policies. The directions to promote
energy efficiency in railway systems is wide, as e.g.
discussed in [7].

Up-to-now, only a few works exploit Informa-
tion and Communication Technologies (ICT) to im-115

prove the energy efficiency of railway monitoring
and management. For instance in [8, 9] the au-
thors propose an architecture to collect and ana-
lyze data from the railway infrastructure to high-
light possible actions for improving the energy effi-120

ciency. Both the works, however, focus on the defi-
nition of the architecture and methodology, taking
for granted data availability. In [10], instead, the
authors focus on the collection of data, by develop-
ing an energy-efficient MAC protocol for Wireless125

Sensor Networks (WSNs) that can be deployed on
the railway infrastructure for data collection. How-
ever none of those works specifically focus on inte-
grating and exploiting data from external sources
(i.e, weather forecast stations) to efficiently man-130

age specific railways components, such as the switch
heaters.

Several works, instead, focused on defining poli-
cies and models to improve the energy efficiency of
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railways components. On the specific topic of rail-135

road switch heating system, as addressed in this pa-
per, in [3] the authors propose to improve the phys-
ical technology constituting the heater components.
Several other studies, including those performed by
a subset of the authors of this paper, focused on the140

analysis of energy consumption induced by supply
policies in smart cities contexts (such as the rail-
way domain, but also home/buildings), contribut-
ing an evaluation framework to assess the energy
consumption under specific assumptions on the sys-145

tem behavior, fault model and environment condi-
tions [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In general, the problem of
trade-off between energy consumption and reliabil-
ity/survivability of the system has been addressed,
assuming an on/off strategy based on temperature150

thresholds. Different modeling formalisms (such
as hybrid automata [16], hybrid Petri nets [17],
Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) [18]), and
tools for building, evaluation and verification pur-
poses of the switch heating control system models155

(such as Möbius [19] and Uppaal [20]) have been
adopted in these works. Among the most recent
contributions in this category, in [5] the authors
advance previous studies on the analysis of the rail
road switch heating control system, by develop-160

ing a more accurate evaluation model that takes
into account humidity and dew points as parame-
ters affecting the probability of network communi-
cation failure. This is the modeling framework also
adopted in this paper, which however conducts a165

more comprehensive study encompassing both ar-
chitectural and analysis objectives. On the former,
the paper proposes variants of the energy supply
control policies, aiming at improving in energy con-
sumption. On the latter, the modeling framework170

is enriched with the representation of the new pro-
posed control policies and comparison among them
is performed.

3. Logical representation of the addressed
railroad system175

Rail road switches are mechanical installations
enabling railway trains to be guided from one track
to another. They play a critical role in the oper-
ation of the railway system, since correct routing
of trains strongly depends on the correct operation180

of such switches. In fact, in presence of malfunc-
tions, train derailments or train collisions could oc-
cur, with expected catastrophic consequences for
passengers. Major causes for incorrect rail road

switch operation are cold conditions, snow and ice.185

In the past, it was common to have people employed
by railway companies to keep the switches clear by
sweeping the snow away. More recently, switches
have had heaters installed in their vicinity, auto-
matically operated to keep the temperature around190

the switches above freezing. The heaters may be
powered by gas, water circulation, steam or electric-
ity. The most commonly used in railroads world-
wide is the electric heating, which is the one we
concentrate on in this paper. In addition to the195

physical composition of the heater and of its place-
ment around the switch, it is the policy adopted to
switch on/off the heater that impacts on the energy
consumption.

3.1. Components of the railroad switch heating con-200

trol system

Having as reference the current practice in man-
aging the switch heaters in some European coun-
tries, such as Italy, the logical view of the heating
control system under study consists in a two-level205

organization. At higher level, there is a set of co-
ordinators Ch (where h ≥ 1), with each one super-
vising a set of controllers Lhi (where i ≥ 1) de-
ployed locally to the group of switch heaters under
the management of Ch. More specifically, for each210

physical switch heater SHhi, there is a controller
Lhi, coordinated by Ch, close to it and devoted
to switch on/off its electrical power supply. Such
controllers can be implemented in practice by em-
ploying any IoT technology that enables the com-215

munication between a control logic running in the
controller and the sensors and actuators installed
on the switches and the heating control system. It
is worth to mention that in this work we only as-
sume that the platform provides basic communica-220

tion capabilities. The size and relevance of a spe-
cific railway station in the railway backbone of a
Country determine the number of components of
switches and consequently the number of Ch and of
its Lhi: in general, the bigger is the size and the225

higher are these numbers. For the purpose of our
study, the cardinalities of the set of Ch and of the
set of Lhi coordinated by each Ch are parameters
that assume values once the specific configuration
of a railway station is chosen. Each Lhi is con-230

nected to the proper Ch through a communication
channel CHhi, according to some defined topol-
ogy. From a practical perspective, different com-
munication technologies could be used. A rather
common one is Power-Line Communication (PLC),235
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which exploits the same power lines powering the
heaters. PLC is the network technology adopted in
this study. Note that, although in general rather
well balanced, the number of local controllers is
not exactly the same for each coordinator. In par-240

ticular, the switches topology and configuration of
the communication network can induce some dif-
ferences. Although in the following we assume a
balanced topology, different topologies and network
differences can be easily included and handled.245

The joint activities of each Ch and their re-
spective Lhi, connected through the PLC com-
munication network, perform the management of
the heaters, responsible for keeping the railroad
switches free from ice and snow. Details on the250

energy management algorithms are in Section 4.
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Figure 1: High level organization of the considered railroad
switch heating system.

Fig. 1 depicts the described system organization.

3.2. Weather conditions

To decide when it is necessary to switch on the
heating system, so to guarantee the safe operation255

of the switches, environmental data are considered.
In particular, air temperature and humidity related
values have strong impact on the formation of ice
and snow and are therefore exploited by the heat-
ing logic. Typically, sensors devoted to periodically260

measure the air temperature are positioned close
to each switch. In addition to temperature values,
it is also possible to exploit humidity data. Since
the installation of humidity sensors is not common
nowadays in railways systems, humidity values can265

be retrieved by exploiting the integration with ex-
ternal systems, such as weather forecast stations
that sample such values in larger geographical area
(meaning just one value for the geographical area
where the railway station is positioned).270

In order to make our study of interest to rail-
way stations where minimal weather information
are available, we restrict energy management poli-
cies to exploit temperature data obtained from both
weather forecast station and sensors at each switch275

location, while humidity related data only come
from weather forecast stations. Concerning these
last, more than pure humidity, it is the dew point
that plays an impactful role in our context. It is the
temperature at which some of the water vapor con-280

dense into liquid water. The higher the dew point
rises, the greater is the amount of moisture in the
air and, depending on the temperature value, there
is the risk of ice formation. Dew point values are
calculated as a function of temperature and humid-285

ity, and are usually made available by meteorologi-
cal stations, so we consider it a meteo information
immediately exploitable in our analysis framework.

From a notation point of view, we denote with:
tw the time interval between two consecutive ob-
servations of the weather data; T0(tk) and T dew(tk)
the temperature and dew point values, respectively,
provided by the pertinent weather station at time
tk, where k ∈ N, tk = tw · k. Moreover, Thi(tk) and
Hhi(tk) indicate temperature and humidity values,
respectively, relative to the position of the heater
SHhi. While the former are provided by local sen-
sors, the latter can be determined on the basis of the
local temperature and the dew point from the me-
teorological station, according to the formulation
(from [21, 22])

Hhi(tk) = e

(
aTdew(tk)

b+Tdew(tk)
− aThi(tk)

b+Thi(tk)

)
, (1)

where a = 17.27, b = 237.7 ◦ C.

Although not used by the switch heating control290

algorithms, the values of Hhi(tk) are relevant for
determining the failure rate of the PLC communi-
cation network, as detailed in the following when
discussing the assumptions model.

Note that the values of Thi(tk) andHhi(tk) can be295

different from those provided by the meteorological
station, due to specific conditions at the position
of the controlled railroad switch (e.g., better/worse
exposition to sun, or the presence of shadow, or
others). This is the reason why switch freezing can300
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occur when Thi(tk) ≤ T dew(tk) and Thi(tk) ≤ 0oC,
if the heater is not turned on.

Weather conditions are represented at each in-
stant of time tk by a stochastic process composed
by a (2n+ 2)-tuple of random variables:(

T0(tk), T dew(tk), T11(tk), . . . , T1n1
(tk),

. . . , Tm1(tk), . . . , Tmnm
(tk),

. . . , H11(tk), . . . ,H1n1
(tk),

. . . , Hm1(tk), . . . ,Hmnm
(tk)

)
,

where n is the number of all Lhi, with n = n1 +
· · ·+ nm and nh is the number of Lhi associated to
Ch. These random variables are piece-wise constant305

over time and change value every tw units of time.
Thus, for example, Thi(t) = Thi(tk), for each t such
that tk ≤ t < tk+1, and similarly for the other
random variables.

With respect to [5], where temperature and hu-310

midity changes are synchronized with control ac-
tions to assure no switch freezing, here the inter-
est is in addressing a wide and general variety of
weather profiles. To this purpose, the following four
key parameters are introduced:315

T̄0 It indicates the temperature assigned at
time 0 to the variable T0(0), which repre-
sents the expected temperature in the ge-
ographical area where the railway station
is positioned over the time [0, t]. The320

value assumed by T̄0 determines the dis-
tribution and the mean value of T0(tk)
over the interval of time [0, t].

T a0 It is a non negative value and represents
the amount of variation of T0(tk) around325

its expected value. An increase of T a0
determines an increase of the maximum
and minimum values that T0(tk) can as-
sume, thus impacting on the variance of
T0(tk) in the interval of time [0, t].330

∆T dew0 It is a non negative value and indicates
how much the expected value of T dew(tk)
is close to or far from the expected value
of T0(tk). At increasing the value of
∆T dew0 , the expected value of T dew(tk)335

decreases, being T dew(tk) ≤ T0(tk).

T dewa It is a non negative value and repre-
sents the same effect that the parame-
ter T a0 has on T0(tk), but this time on
T dew(tk). Similarly, by increasing T dewa340

also the maximum and minimum values
that T dew(tk) can assume increase, thus
impacting on the resulting variance.

This formulation is a major advancement on the
representation of the weather conditions with re-345

spect to [5]. In fact, by assigning different combina-
tions of values to the 4-tuple (T̄0, T

a
0 ,∆T

dew
0 , T dewa ),

a variety of weather profiles can be represented:
medium, low and very low temperatures (T̄0), low
and high temperature variations around the ex-350

pected value for the temperature (T a0 ), dew point
values close to, or far from, the temperature
(∆T dew0 ), and low and high variation of the dew
point values around the expected value (T dewa ).

With these parameters the stochastic processes
T0(tk), T dew(tk) and Thi(tk) are defined by Eqs. (2),
(3) and (5), respectively.

T0(tk) =



1
1−σf

T a0 f
′(tk)(tk − tk−1) + T0(tk−1)

if k ≥ 1 and Y = 0,
1−2σf

1−σf
T a0 f

′(tk)(tk − tk−1) + T0(tk−1)

if k ≥ 1 and Y = 1,

T̄0 if k = 0.

(2)

T dew(tk) =

{
T dewv (tk) if T dewv (tk) < T0(tk),

T0(tk) otherwise,
(3)

where

T dewv (tk) =



1
1−σf

T dewa f ′(tk)(tk − tk−1)

+ T dew(tk−1) if k ≥ 1 and Y = 0,
1−2σf

1−σf
T dewa f ′(tk)(tk − tk−1)

+ T dew(tk−1) if k ≥ 1 and Y = 1,

T̄0 −∆T dew0 if k = 0.

(4)

Thi(tk) =



1
1−σf

T ahi(T0(tk)− T0(tk−1))

+ Thi(tk−1) if k ≥ 1 and Y = 0,
1−2σf

1−σf
T ahi(T0(tk)− T0(tk−1))

+ Thi(tk−1) if k ≥ 1 and Y = 1,

T̄0 + ∆Thi if k = 0.

(5)
In Eqs. (2) and (4), f ′(t) is the derivative of the dif-355

ferentiable function f(t), that represents the quali-
tative trend of the temperature over one day. The
distance of T0(tk) from f(t) depends on the value of
σf , in particular T0(tk) = T̄0f(t), for σf = 0. Y is a
(discrete) random variable that can take the values360

1 and 0 with probabilities pY (1) and 1 − pY (1),
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respectively. Y represents the event that T0(tk)
changes direction (Y = 1), flipping the slope, with
respect to f(tk), or not (Y = 0). If the expected
value of Y is 0.5 then the expected value of T0(tk)365

and T dewv (tk) is governed by f(t).

In Eq. (5), Thi(tk) follows the same trend of the
actual T0(tk), although it can assume different val-
ues. Assigning small values to ∆Thi and T ahi (e.g.,
3 and 1, respectively), small variations of Thi(tk)370

respect to T0(tk) can be represented.

It can be observed that in Eqs. (3) and (4), as
the dew point is always lower than or equal to the
temperature of the air, i.e., T dewv (tk) ≤ T0(tk), a
decrease in the values of ∆T dew0 or T dewa causes375

T dewv (tk) to tend towards T0(tk). This increases the
risk of switch freezing, that occurs when Thi(tk) ≤
T dew(tk), Thi(tk) ≤ 0oC and the heater is switched
off. Intuitively, T dewa and T ahi represent the ampli-
tude of the displacement of T dew(tk) and Thi(tk),380

respectively, whereas ∆T dew0 and ∆Thi represent a
shift in the displacement of T dew(tk) and Thi(tk),
respectively. Notice that in Eq. (5) f(t) is replaced
by T0(tk) so that Thi(tk) depends on the actual air
temperature. Examples for T0(tk), T dew(tk) and385

Thi(tk) are depicted in Fig. 5.

3.3. Working assumptions

The development of the heaters management al-
gorithms, and the evaluation framework set up to
assess their efficacy, are based on the following as-390

sumptions:

• The PLC communication network can experi-
ence failures, while all the other components
always work correctly. The failure on a com-
munication channel CHhi between the coordi-395

nator Ch and its local controller Lhi can have
impact also on other local controllers, depend-
ing on the topology of the network (e.g., in the
case the coordinator and its local controllers
are connected in series through the same power400

line). A failed communication channel pre-
vents the exchange of information between the
source and the destination; once the channel
is repaired, the communication is correctly re-
stored. Communication channel failures de-405

pend on weather conditions (both temperature
and humidity) and other characteristics of the
PLC. A repair operation brings back the failed
communication channel to operate correctly.
Introducing failure events gradually is helpful410

to understand the impact of individual phe-
nomena on both the complexity and the effi-
ciency of the control system. Accounting for
the failure of other components is certainly rel-
evant and postponed as future work.415

• It is assumed that each coordinator Ch has pe-
riodic access to weather information (temper-
ature and dew point) from the meteo station
and the temperatures computed by the sensors
local to switches under their control (and con-420

veyed to them by the pertinent Lhi through the
PLC network). Each Lhi has directly available
the temperature values, periodically sampled
by the local sensor. Depending on the energy
management policy, other weather information425

can be gathered from Ch (specifically, in one
of the policies developed in this paper, Lhi re-
ceives the dew point from the coordinator).

• Communications along working PLC channels
occur instantaneously. This assumption is use-430

ful to simplify the modeling and analysis of the
energy management policies, since accounting
for a communication is not expected to have
an impact on the energy consumption that is
the goal of the analysis.435

• If Thi(tk) ≤ T dew(tk) and Thi(tk) ≤ 0, i.e.,
there are chances of ice formation, then turning
SHhi off causes an instantaneous freezing of
the switch (pessimistic assumption). Similarly,
if the switch is frozen, turning on SHhi elimi-440

nates instantaneously the ice from the switch.

• A heater consumes electrical energy only when
it is switched on.

4. Energy management policies

Efficient energy management policies should445

leverage heterogeneous information like environ-
mental data in order to optimize the process of
turning on and off the heaters, so they are activated
only when it is necessary. As also pointed out when
presenting the working assumptions, each Lhi can450

access only the data collected by a local tempera-
ture sensor. The Ch components, instead, are inte-
grated with other systems and can benefit from the
availability of additional environmental data (e.g.,
the value of T dew(tk)), which could be downloaded455

from an external system through the Internet. Such
knowledge can be profitably exploited, in addition
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to temperature data coming from the local sensors,
by the coordinators Ch towards a more energy effi-
cient and resilient management of the switch heat-460

ing system.
In view of such wider knowledge, energy effi-

ciency is primarily boosted by the Ch components,
and the logic of the heating policy they exploit,
then actuated through the local heater controls,465

is presented in Section 4.1. However, its feasibil-
ity requires correct operation of the communication
between Ch and Lhi. In this paper, communica-
tion channels are based on the PLC technology, for
which the probability of experiencing failures can-470

not be considered negligible, thus leaving the in-
volved Lhi without knowing when to switch on or
off the controlled heater(s). So, it is necessary to
equip local controllers with a policy to manage the
switch heater under their control, in absence of a475

well working connection with the coordinator.
This leads to the following overall organization

of the switch heating system. Whenever the com-
munication channel works properly, each local con-
troller implements the command issued by the co-480

ordinator to turn the heater on or off. Instead, for
the period in which the communication channel is
interrupted, the local controller, disconnected from
the coordinator, implements an autonomous policy.

The policy that assumes a well working commu-485

nication channel between Lhi and its coordinator
Ch is first presented in Section 4.1. Then, three
policies for the case of interrupted communication
channel are introduced: a basic one, which reflects
the current practice, and two variants, developed to490

improve the energy consumption.

4.1. Policy under functional communication chan-
nels

The policy developed for the case where the chan-
nel works properly is based on a reference temper-495

ature threshold Tthr (in line with [4]). It is derived
from a previous work of a subset of the authors
of this paper [5], and extends current practice by
exploiting external information about weather con-
ditions that include also the dew point, in addition500

to the data collected by the local sensors.
At every period tk, each Lhi transmits to its as-

sociated Ch the value of the temperature obtained
from its local sensor, and receives from Ch the com-
mand to turn on or off the controlled heater. In par-505

ticular, using the temperature and dew point values
received from the meteo station, and the local tem-
peratures received from the associated Lhi, each Ch

determines the on or off command by checking the
following conditions:510

• if Thi(tk) ≤ T dew(tk)+Tthr and Thi(tk) ≤ Tthr,
the command to Lhj is to turn on the heater;

• if Thi(tk) > T dew(tk) + Tthr or Thi(tk) > Tthr,
the command Lhj is to turn off the heater.

The value of Tthr is provided by the railway op-515

erator on the basis of the geographical area of the
location, with possible adjustments based on the
analysis of historical weather data, in order to min-
imize the probability of a temperature drop from
Tthr to zero in less than the time interval between520

two control actions tw.

4.2. Policies under interrupted communication
channel

In case of channel failure, each Lhi that ex-
periences isolation from its coordinator Ch au-525

tonomously takes decision to turn on or off the
heater.

In the following we describe three different, lo-
cally operated, energy management policies. The
definition of sophisticated logics to compensate for530

unavailability of the rich weather information, as
possessed by the coordinator components, is a ma-
jor novel contribution of this paper.

4.2.1. Basic policy

According to a first basic policy, named Pbas,535

each Lhi isolated from the respective Ch, uses the
temperature threshold Tthr to decide to turn on or
off the heater. The operated policy is similar to
that of the coordinator, but the check is only lim-
ited to the temperature obtained from the local sen-540

sor, since there is no availability of the dew point
value.

Specifically, the logic of this basic policy is: Lhi
decides to turn on the heater SHhi if Thi(tk) ≤ Tthr;
otherwise, if Thi(tk) > Tthr, then SHhi is turned off.545

4.2.2. Memory-based policy

A more complex policy with respect to Pbas is
Pmem, a policy that requires every Lhi to be able
to store some historical environmental data on the
local memory, to exploit when the communication550

between Ch and Lhi is interrupted.
When adopting the Pmem policy, Lhi stores in

its local memory the value of T dew that it receives
periodically from its Ch. In case of channel failure,
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Lhi uses the last stored value of T dew for at most555

∆m · tw time units. After ∆m · tw time units, Lhi
switches to the Pbas policy, since the T dew value
could be outdated and inaccurate with respect to
the current weather conditions.

In detail, Pmem performs the following steps.560

Let t′ be the channel failure time and T dew (tm)
be the last value of T dew before the failure, i.e.,
tm = m · tw such that tm ≤ t′ < tm+1. During the
channel failure period, at the time tk, with tk ≥ t′,
Lhi performs the following decisions. If tm ≤ tk ≤565

tm+∆m, then Lhi adopts the same policy used when
the channel is working as described in Section 4.1,
with T dew(tk) = T dew(tm). Instead, as soon as tk >
tm+∆m, Lhi switches to the policy Pbas. Formally:

• if tm ≤ tk ≤ tm+∆m then:570

– turn on if Thi(tk) ≤ T dew(tm) + Tthr and
Thi(tk) ≤ Tthr;

– turn off if Thi(tk) > T dew(tm) + Tthr;

• if tk > tm+∆m then:

– turn on if Thi(tk) < Tthr;575

– turn off if Thi(tk) ≥ Tthr.

In a geographical location characterized by slowly
changing weather conditions, it is expected that
this policy, by using the dew point information in
the same manner as the coordinator, brings signif-580

icant benefits in terms of energy consumption.

4.2.3. Prediction-based policy

The idea at the basis of Ppre is that Lhi main-
tains in local memory recent values of Thi and uses
them, possibly together with other information on585

seasonal trends, to perform local prediction of fu-
ture temperature values. Consequently, when the
channel fails, Lhi exploits its temperature predic-
tion to decide on whether to turn on or off the
heater, instead of comparing the actual tempera-590

ture with a fixed temperature threshold, as the ba-
sic policy Pbas does. Improvements in energy con-
sumption with respect to Pbas are expected when
the prediction shows a future temperature that is
increasing; this can allow the heater to be kept off,595

while Pbas would have decided to turn it on. Of
course, the accuracy degree of the prediction plays
a fundamental role in avoiding the switch to freeze.

In particular, calling T̃hi(tk+1) the predicted tem-
perature at time tk+1, Lhi checks:600

• if T̃hi(tk+1) ≤ T̃thr, then turn on;

• otherwise, turn off.

The value of T̃thr can be decided on the basis of
the absolute error εf of the forecasted value for
T̃hi(tk+1), for which T̃hi(tk+1) − εf ≤ Thi(tk+1) ≤605

T̃hi(tk+1) + εf, with εf ≥ 0.
This means that, considering T̃thr ≥ εf avoids the

freezing of the rail switch, because the switch is
turned off when T̃hi(tk+1) > T̃thr ≥ εf, i.e., when
T̃hi(tk+1) − εf > 0. In fact, being Thi(tk+1) >610

T̃hi(tk+1) − εf, then also the actual temperature
Thi(tk+1) is greater than 0. With T̃thr = εf, the
switch is turned on when T̃hi(tk+1) ≤ T̃thr =
εf, thus leading to unneeded energy supply if

T̃hi(tk+1) > −εf, such that Thi(tk+1) > 0. Un-615

needed energy supply occurs always for T̃thr > εf
when εf < T̃hi(tk+1) < T̃thr, because Thi(tk+1) ≥
T̃hi(tk+1)− εf > 0.

Differently from the previous setting, considering
−εf ≤ T̃thr ≤ εf can lead to both freezing of the rail620

switch and unneeded energy supply. Freezing of
the rail switch occurs when the switch is turned off
in the case that −εf ≤ T̃thr < T̃hi(tk+1) ≤ εf such
that Thi(tk+1) ≤ 0. Unneeded energy supply occurs
when the switch is turned on in the case that −εf <625

T̃hi(tk+1) ≤ T̃thr ≤ εf such that Thi(tk+1) > 0.
Finally, considering T̃thr < −εf leads to the

freezing of the rail switch each time that T̃thr <
T̃hi(tk+1) ≤ −εf, because Thi(tk+1) < T̃hi(tk+1) +
εf < 0. With T̃thr < −εf unneeded energy supply630

cannot occur, because when T̃hi(tk+1) ≤ T̃thr < −εf
then Thi(tk+1) ≤ T̃thr + εf < 0.

From these considerations, the best value of T̃thr

for avoiding the switch freezing and reducing the
unneeded energy supply is εf. The value of the error635

εf can depend on both the adopted forecast strategy
and the different weather profiles.

The literature on weather forecast is vast, so we
focused on relatively recent developments based on
Exponential Smoothing [23]. In particular, temper-640

ature data are collected in the time scale of minutes,
so a seasonality of one day has been considered.
The standard Holt-Winters approach is not ade-
quate because the seasonality originates too many
samples (e.g., 144, sampling temperature every 10645

minutes for 24 hours), so we rely on a more elab-
orate prediction algorithm [24], and exploit its im-
plementation in R called tbats1.

1https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/

forecast/versions/8.11/topics/tbats.
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5. Modeling the energy management poli-
cies650

In order to assess the efficiency of the devel-
oped algorithms for managing the heating of rail-
road switches, a stochastic model-based approach
is adopted. The model is expressed through the
SAN [18] formalism and evaluates the measures655

of interest through the simulation engine of the
Möbius tool [19]. SAN is a stochastic extension
of the Petri Nets formalism, based on the follow-
ing primitives: plain and extended places (blue and
orange circles, respectively), timed and instanta-660

neous activities (hollow and solid vertical bars, re-
spectively), input and output gates (triangles point-
ing left or right, respectively). The SAN primitives
are defined by expressions or statements of the pro-
gramming language C++. This formalism is widely665

adopted in dependability and performability indi-
cators and is very suitable to model the heating
management system tackled in this work.

5.1. Stochastic process

The energy consumed by each switch heater SHhi

is determined by its state at each time instant t,
represented by the stochastic process {Xhi(t) | t ≥
0} defined by

Xhi(t) =

{
1 if SHhi is on at time t,

0 otherwise.
(6)

The time to the physical fault of a communica-
tion channel CHhi is modeled as a random variable
exponentially distributed with rate:

λhi(tk) = c · wHhi(tk) (7)

where w represents the weight, i.e. the impact, over670

time of the humidity Hhi(tk) on the fault rate, and
the constant c represents the impact of all the other
influencing aspects (including the characteristics of
the power lines, e.g. the distance between the local
controllers Ls and the coordinators Cs, the air tem-675

perature and others) on the fault rate. Depending
on the topology of the specific PLC communication
network at hand, the failure of CHhi can propagate
to other channels connecting other local controllers
to Ch. This propagation path is accounted for in680

the analysis by building a topology of interactions,
as performed in [5]. The recovery time of CHhi is
a uniform random variable with mean µhi.

Every tw units of time two things happen simul-
taneously, and in this order: all Ch and Lhi perform685

their actions, and the weather model is updated.
Thus, controller actions are based on the previous
value of temperature and dew point. If SHhi is set
to off at time tk then, even if after weather change
it would be needed to set it to on, the next change690

to turn it on is at tk+1, possibly leading to freezing
of the switch. Exploiting simultaneous events with
priorities allows to model switch freezing (an impor-
tant addition with respect to [5]) without resorting
to an over complicated model.695

5.2. Overview of the SAN model

The system under analysis is modeled and evalu-
ated following the DARep compositional and mod-
ular approach, as proposed in [25] and also detailed
in [5], by means of the tool Möbius [19].700

Two atomic template SAN models TM W and
TM L, depicted in Figs. 2 and 3, are defined to
represent, respectively: i) the global weather con-
ditions, and ii) the components CHhi and Lhi,
and the weather conditions local to each switch.705

The algorithms of the three switch heating policies
are represented in the single template model TM L
through C++ objects defined in the SAN primi-
tives as different specializations of C++ template
classes and instantiated at compilation time of the710

simulator solver.
The models TM W and TM L are a significant

extension and update of the corresponding models
proposed in [5]: the structure and all the activities,
excluded CF and CR, i.e., 4 activities over 6 and715

12 gates over 12, are new or considerably modified,
and 8 new places over 17 are defined (shared places
are counted one time only).

The overall system model is obtained generating
and composing automatically through the D oper-720

ator, supported by the DARep approach, one in-
stance TM W1 of the template model TM W and
n instances of the template model TM L, i.e., one
instance TM Lhi for each Lhi.

TM W1 represents, through the timed activity725

TWU and the linked primitives (places and input
and output gates): i) the changes of the global
weather conditions at each instant of time tk, ii) the
trigger for the changes of the weather conditions lo-
cal to each switch, iii) the transmission of the cur-730

rent weather conditions from the weather forecast
service to the coordinators.

Each instance TM Lhi represents: i) the failure
and repair of CHhi, through the timed activities CF
and CR, and the failure propagation based on the735
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dependency-aware State Variable (SV) NW (the
description is omitted being equal to that proposed
in [5], where the detailed description can be found),
where the instance NWhi represents the number of
channels that propagate the effects of their fault to740

the channel CHhi. ii) the actions of Lhi turning on
and off SHhi at each instant of time tk, through
the input gate of the instantaneous activity tTU,
iii) the updating of the weather conditions local to
each switch, i.e., Thi(tk) and Hhi(tk), through the745

output gates of the instantaneous activity tTU. The
topology associated to NW is based on the PLC
communication network topology.

In TM W , the activity TWU is always enabled
with deterministic completion time equal to tw. Let750

Y 0 and Y d be the random variables Y associated
to T0(tk) and T dew(tk), respectively. At the k-th
completion, i.e., at time tk, TWU chooses one of the
output gates Var00, Var01, Var10 and Var11 with
the probability associated to one of these random755

events (Y 0 = 0, Y d = 0), (Y 0 = 0, Y d = 1), (Y 0 =
1, Y d = 0) and (Y 0 = 1, Y d = 1), respectively.

Next, TWU performs the code of the input gate
toTUtw that: i) adds one token to the place k, rep-
resenting the number k of current weather updates,760

and ii) triggers the immediate activity tTU of each
TM Lhi, by assigning one token to each instance
TUhi of the dependency-aware SV TU . The topol-
ogy associated to TU is a one-to-many topology,
which links the single instance of TM W to the n765

instances of TM L. Using this topology, DARep de-
fines in TM W1 one different instance TUhi for each
TM Lhi, and in each TM Lhi it defines the same in-
stance TUhi already defined for TM W1.

Next, TWU performs the code of the chosen out-770

put gate that updates the local extended places T0,
and the extended places DP, T0d and DPp (shared
among all the instances of the template models),
which represent T0(tk), T dew(tk), T0(tk)−T0(tk−1)
and T dew(tk−1), respectively, as defined in Eqs. (2)775

and (3).
In each instance TM Lhi, the local place HOn

represents the status of the heater, such that if
HOn = 0 the heater is turned off. When TUhi = 1
the immediate activity tTU is enabled and com-780

pletes. At completion, tTU chooses the output gate
Var0 or Var1, based on the random events Y hi = 0
and Y hi = 1, where Y hi is the random variable as-
sociated to Thi(tk). Next, the control action for the
policy selected at compilation time is performed by785

the code in the output gate isTU, based on the cur-
rent, not yet updated, weather conditions local to

Figure 2: SAN template model TM W for the global weather
conditions.

each switch. Next, using the places T0d, DP and
DPp, tTU performs the code of the selected out-
put gate that updates the values of the local places790

T and H, representing Thi(tk) and Hhi(tk), respec-
tively, as defined in Eq. (5).

Figure 3: SAN template model TM L for CHhi, Lhi and the
weather conditions local to each switch.

The extended place Tm, initialized by the out-
put gate Init and updated by the input gate isTU,
maintains all the values of T0(tk) used by the policy795

Ppre to perform local prediction of future tempera-
ture values.

The places Dm and DPm represent ∆m and
T dew(tm), respectively, used and updated in the in-
put gate isTU for the policy Pmem. These places800

are reset in the input gate isNW1 at each firing of
the activity tNW1. tNW1 is enabled at each com-
pletion of CF, in the same or a different instance of
TM L, by the gate incNW, which sets to one each
NW1hi of the dependency-aware SV NW1 if the805

current value of NWhi is 0. The topology associ-
ated to NW1 is the same of NW .

To reinforce the correctness of the implementa-
tion, the behavior of the model has been extensively
tested, adopting parameter settings corresponding810

to a number of simplified scenarios for which the
same outcome of the model can be also manually
computed.
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Finally, we point out a few basic aspects charac-
terizing this modeling effort:815

• the model allows to account for a variety of
communication network topologies, since the
description of such topology is provided in in-
put to the model. In the scenarios analyzed,
both independent and correlated communica-820

tion channel failures are addressed;

• the model can be easily extended to represent
other different switch heating policies, in addi-
tion to those presented in Section 4, provided
the basic logic of on/off and the assumptions825

listed in Section 3.3 are maintained.

6. Comparison of the energy management
policies

6.1. Case study

The railway station configuration adopted as case830

study to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed
switch heating policies is that of a typical medium-
low size station (actually, inspired by the North
Italy Lecco-Maggianico railway station). Its logi-
cal structure is shown in Fig. 4.835

In particular, it is composed by n = 19 rail-
road switches, partitioned in two groups denoted
as North and South switches, with size 9 and 10,
respectively. Each switch has a local controller to
manage the associated heater, and there are two840

coordinators, CNorth and CSouth to supervise the
operation of the local controllers associated with
the North and South switches group, respectively.

Power

Cnorth Csouth

Lnorth,1 Lnorth,9· · · Lsouth,1 Lsouth,10· · ·

PLC

Figure 4: Logical architecture of the PLC of the railway
station adopted as case study.

Although rather simple, this case study is suffi-
ciently rich to the purpose of the conducted anal-845

ysis and to appreciate the benefit of devising more
sophisticated energy management policies that ex-
ploit available information than just relying on ba-
sic actions.

6.2. Assessed indicators850

As already said, the efficiency of the developed
switch heating policies is addressed in this paper in
terms of the energy consumption they result in.

Let PSH be the electrical power required by each
switched-on heater SHhi, i.e., when Xhi(t) = 1.
The electrical energy consumed in the interval of
time [0, t] by all the heaters is

E(t) = E
[
PSH

n∑
i=1

∫ t

0

Xhi(t) dt
]
. (8)

From the dependability perspective, unavailabil-
ity has been assessed in the analyzed scenarios, to855

understand whether, and to which extent, the gain
in lower consumption is obtained at the cost of
higher unavailability of the railroad switches due to
the freezing condition. This is especially the case
of the prediction-based policy Ppre, which can tune860

internal parameters so to either favor energy con-
sumption at the expense of switch availability, or
vice versa, or to find a satisfactory trade-off be-
tween the two.

The unavailability indicator µU (t) has been de-
fined as the expected cumulative time of freezing
for each switch belonging to the system configura-
tion that experiences a freezing in the time interval
[0, t]. Its formulation is:

µU (t) = E
[ n∑
i=1

∫ t

0

Uhi(t) dt
]
, (9)

where the random variable Uhi models the pres-865

ence/absence of ice on SHhi: at a given time in-
stant t, Uhi(t) = 1 if SHhi is frozen, Uhi(t) = 0
otherwise.

6.3. Analysis settings

The time window of the analysis is 24 hours, di-870

vided in 1440 minutes. Several weather profiles are
considered, each characterized by the 4 parameters
T̄0, T a0 , ∆T dew0 and T dewa , spanning from mild to
harsh weather, and taking also into account differ-
ent climate zones. By varying the combination of875

values assigned to the four weather-related param-
eters, 16 weather profile scenarios have been ana-
lyzed. The weather profiles are selected on purpose
among those more representative of rather cold geo-
graphical zones, since in such conditions the heating880

is more intensive, so representing the best context
where to conduct efficiency analysis of the proposed
heating policies.
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Figure 5: Traces of air temperature T0(tk), temperature
Tnorth,9(tk), dew point T dew(tk) and f(t) in two scenarios
for T̄0 = −10◦, Ta

0 = 10◦.

More in detail, T̄0, which represents the value of
the temperature of the considered geographical area885

at the time the analysis starts, can assume values in
the set {0◦,−10◦}. T a0 , which represents the maxi-
mum variability of the temperature with respect to
its initial value (both as an increase or a decrease of
T̄0), can assume values in the set {1◦, 10◦}. Specu-890

larly, the other two parameters related to the dew
point, ∆T dew0 and T dewa , can assume values in the
set {1◦, 10◦}.

The heating control system is activated every
tw = 10 minutes. The combination T ahi = 0.9 and895

∆Thi = −3 has been selected for Lhi under CNorth,
and T ahi = 1.1 and ∆Thi = 3 has been selected for
Lhi under CSouth. This parameters setting lets the
temperature in the south part of the station hav-
ing a greater displacement amplitude with respect900

to the one in the north part of the station, and an

upwards shift in the values. In this way, the impact
of sun exposition can be taken into account.

The variability is set to σf = 0.6 for T0(tk),
σf = 0.3 for Thi(tk) and pY (1) = 0.5. The function905

f(t) has been selected equal to − sin
(

2πt
1440 minutes

)
,

so that T0(tk) and Thi(tk) are expected to decrease
between midnight and 6 AM, increase between 6
AM and 6 PM, and eventually decrease till mid-
night. The function f(t) is depicted in Fig. 5 to-910

gether with a couple of traces of T0(tk), T dew(tk)
and Tnorth,9(tk) obtained in different scenarios.

Concerning the topology of the PLC communi-
cation network, in each of the two groups the local
controllers are connected in series through a single915

communication network. This means that the fail-
ure of a communication channel between a coordi-
nator Ch and one of its associated local controllers
Lhi interrupts also the communication with all the
subsequent local controllers.920

For policy-specific parameters: i) the tempera-
ture threshold Tthr assumes values 0◦ and 5◦ (this
last value was used in previous studies [5]); ii) ∆m,
the number of time intervals Pmem holds in mem-
ory the dew point, is in the range [0, 20], and iii) the925

predicted temperature T̃thr is in the range [−3, 3].
Regarding the other parameters, introduced

when describing the model in Section 5, they as-
sume fixed values: c = 3.472 ·10−4 min−1, i.e., once
every two days on average, w = 5 and the mean930

time to recovery of the communication channel is
µhi = 1.66 · 10−2 minutes−1, i.e., once every hour
on average. Although not relative to a specific con-
text, these values seem reasonable ones and in line
with the setting assumed in previous studies.935

6.4. Results

The conducted analysis spans a rather wide range
of scenarios, to help appreciating the behavior of
the different switch heating management strategies
in a variety of climate conditions. The measures940

specified in Section 6.2 are evaluated, by simulating
the model described in Section 5.2. 104 simulation
batches are employed to obtain the confidence inter-
vals reported in the figures, with a 95% confidence
level.945

The first part of the evaluation focuses on the
heating management policies individually. The pur-
pose is to understand which are appropriate values
to assign to parameters characterizing each individ-
ual policy, such that a good trade-off is reached be-950

tween the two conflicting indicators under analysis
(energy consumption and unavailability).
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Table 1: Legend for curves in Figs. 6 and 7. In particular,
µU and µE appear in both figures.

µU
µE

95% confidence
T̄0 −10 −10 −10 −10
T a0 1 1 10 10

∆T dew0 1 10 1 10
T dewa 1 1 10 10

Remember that the three policies Pbas, Pmem and
Ppre are executed by a local controller when the
communication channel with its coordinator is in-955

terrupted, while in case of well working channel it
is the coordinator that decides to set on or off the
heating, always according to the logic described in
Section 4.1. With the parameter setting adopted in
this paper, it turned out that in 24 hours, that is the960

reference time interval for the analysis, the cumu-
lated time during which at least one communication
channel is not working accounted to an average of 8
hours, and this is the time during which one of the
three policies Pbas, Ppre or Pmem is selected and ex-965

ecuted by at least one local controller. To keep the
notation simple, in the following we refer to Pbas,
Ppre or Pmem to indicate the overall railroad switch
heating policy that adopts these solutions, respec-
tively, in case of communication channel failure.970

Concerning the basic policy Pbas, its only param-
eter is the temperature threshold Tthr, for which
we have selected the two extreme values 0 and 5.
Clearly, Pbas shows the highest energy consumption
when Tthr = 5, and the lowest when Tthr = 0. The975

results for Ppre and Pmem are depicted in Figs. 6
and 7, respectively, when weather conditions are
as reported in Table 1. Values and shaded confi-
dence intervals related to both µU (left y-axis) and
µE (right y-axes), as cumulative unavailability time980

and energy consumption in one day, respectively,
are reported.

In Fig. 6, variations in the range [−3, 3] of the
policy parameter T̃thr, representing the predicted
temperature error, have very slight impact on the985

plots relative to µE . Instead, the trend of the curves
related to µU suggests to assign values greater than
0 to the parameter T̃thr to make unavailability of
railroad switches negligible. Actually, we face an
easy-to-decide situation in this analysis: selecting990

T̃thr equal to 0 or 1 saves from experiencing un-
availability at almost negligible increase in energy
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Figure 6: Ppre: µU and µE at varying of T̃thr.
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Figure 7: Pmem: µU and µE at varying of ∆m for Tthr = 0
(a symbol every 4 points) and Tthr = 5 (a symbol every 2
points).

consumption.
Concerning Fig. 7, we recall that the policy Pmem

is characterized by two parameters: ∆m, which is995

the multiplying factor determining the time inter-
val the policy uses the dew point received from the
coordinator, and Tthr, which is the threshold tem-
perature to adopt when the dew point becomes too
old. ∆m is the varying parameter on the x-axis,1000

while the same two values of Tthr used by Pbas,
i.e., 0◦C and 5◦C, are adopted. Therefore, when
different from zero, two curves are plotted for each
weather scenario, represented by a slightly different
line style (as indicated in the caption of the figure).1005

As expected, at increasing of Tthr, the value of µE
increases and the value of µU decreases, both tend-
ing to reach an horizontal asymptote. Concerning
µU , only few curves (relative to Tthr = 0) appear,
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Figure 8: Energy consumption for the different policies when
(a) T̄0 = 0 and (b) T̄0 = −10.

since the others have value 0.1010

An important observation is that, even though
µhi (the mean time to recovery of CHhi) is about 1
hour in the adopted setting, µU reaches its asymp-
tote for values of ∆m around 8 or 20 – depending
on the considered weather profile – and not around1015

6 as it would be apparently expected. Actually, this
is due to the impact of the failure effects induced by
the assumed PLC communication topology. More-
over, note that this policy leads to rather higher
level of unavailability with respect to Ppre: here,1020

µU can overcome 300 minutes, while the maximum
reported in Fig. 6 is around 70 minutes.

The second part of the analysis focuses on poli-
cies comparison. A set of 16 weather scenarios were
analyzed and, for the sake of readability, separate1025

figures for energy consumption and unavailability

are shown. Results of the energy consumption in-
dicator µE are shown in Fig. 8. For each scenario,
four bars are included: three of them correspond to
the three policies, as indicated in the legend. Anal-1030

ysis similar to those shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for
policies Ppre and Pmem, respectively, as well as for
Pbas with Tthr in the range [0◦, 5◦], have been per-
formed for each climate profile.

In Fig. 8, for each scenario, four bars are in-1035

cluded: three of them correspond to the three poli-
cies, as indicated in the legend. The fourth bar
(the most right one in each group) indicates the
optimal energy consumption, defined as the mini-
mum energy necessary in each scenario to satisfy1040

the constraint of full availability of all the railroad
switches (that is, what a ”golden” policy, named in
the figure as Popt, would do, by keeping the heaters
on only when needed to prevent freezing). More-
over, to keep the comparison fair, for each of the1045

three studied policies, the minimum and maximum
energy consumption in each weather scenario are
reported (clearly indicated on the same bar).

The maximum amount of energy consumption
(maxµE), obtained by keeping the switch heaters1050

on for the entire day, is also reported in the fig-
ure. The 95% confidence intervals are omitted, be-
ing negligible.

As a first general comment, the energy consump-
tion implied by the three policies is significantly1055

lower than the maximum value of µE (maxµE). In-
stead, the comparison with the strategy that always
makes the optimal choice sees, as expected, all the
three policies losers. In fact, working in absence
of full knowledge of the real weather conditions (as1060

the optimal strategy would be able to do), they typ-
ically incur in some energy waste.

Actually, in Fig. 8a, there is the case of the policy
Ppre that shows a lower minimum µE value in the
first considered scenario. However, going deeper1065

in the analysis of this case, the save in energy is
payed in terms of unavailability, as can be seen in
Fig. 9a, experienced because the switches are not
always heated when needed. In fact, an inappro-
priate heating control action can result either in a1070

pure energy waste, or in lower energy consumption
(even lower than the optimal consumption) coupled
with unavailability of some switches.

Another comment that applies to all the policies
is that the energy values shown in Fig. 8b have less1075

variability than in Fig. 8a. The reason is that the
weather profiles considered in the former are more
severe than in the other (the starting temperature
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Figure 9: Unavailability for the different policies when (a)
T̄0 = 0 and (b) T̄0 = −10.
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Figure 10: Energy consumption without unavailability con-
straints (minimum and maximum) and when µthrU is 50 min
for the different policies and the weather scenario (0, 1, 1, 10).

is −10◦), thus requiring the heating of the switch
for longer time and giving less room for manoeuvre1080

to the policies (especially to Ppre and Pbasic, which
have the minimum and maximum energy consump-
tion coincident or very close). Comparing the three
policies from the energy consumption only, it can
be observed that Pmem shows the best behavior in1085

almost all the considered scenarios when the mini-
mum consumption is considered, although the im-
provements with respect to the other two is vari-
able. Instead, the minimum values of the maxi-
mum consumption are shown by Ppre. The policy1090

Pbas is never better than the others, proving that
the variants developed on purpose to enhance this
basic policy, really do what is expected. In Fig. 9,
for each of the three studied policies, the maximum
cumulative unavailability time in each weather sce-1095

nario is reported. Concerning the minimum cumu-
lative unavailability time, the bars do not appear,
since all of them have value 0. From Fig. 9 it can be
observed that µU behaves differently with respect
to µE when T̄0 switches from 0 to −10: in Fig. 9a1100

the value of µU for Ppre is always greater than µU
for Pmem, and only in one case they are compara-
ble, whereas in Fig. 9b the value of µU for Pmem

is always greater than µU for Ppre. So, for µU it
is not a matter of reduced variability but a clear1105

distinction exists between mild and cold weathers,
the former favoring Pmem, the latter Ppre. Notice
in addition that the worst value of µU in Fig. 9b is
below 350 minutes, whereas in Fig. 9a µU can reach
2200 minutes.1110

Finally, in Fig. 10 both indicators µE and µU are
considered, showing the minimum and maximum
energy consumption induced by the three policies,
both when no unavailability constraint is considered
and when a maximum unavailability value µthr

U can-1115

not be exceeded. In the figure, µthr
U = 50 minutes

and the weather parameters are: T̄0 = 0, T a0 = 1,
∆T dew0 = 1 and T dewa = 10 (one of the scenarios an-
alyzed in Fig. 8). The optimal energy consumption
as determined by the golden strategy Popt is also1120

included as the best value to aim to. It can be ap-
preciated how the requirement on availability may
lead to an increase in the energy consumption with
respect to the minimum possible, especially for the
policy Ppre. In particular, Ppre has a slightly bet-1125

ter minimum value of µE than Pmem when avail-
ability is not considered, but the situation reverses,
if switches unavailability can be tolerated only for
short periods of time (in this scenario, no more than
an average of 50 minutes, cumulated along a day1130
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by all the 19 railroad switches of the adopted case
study).

Of course, both the behaviour of Ppre and Pmem

depend on the values assigned to their internal pa-
rameters (which account for the ability to perform1135

correct local prediction of future temperature val-
ues for Ppre, and for Pmem the ability to correctly
estimate for how long to use the dewpoint received
by the coordinator). In the above analyses, the val-
ues assigned to such parameters have been chosen1140

within reasonable ranges (see Section 6.3), but dif-
ferent values could be adopted, if considered better
ones by users of such policies, and their impact as-
sessed by exercising the modeling framework with
the new setting.1145

7. Conclusions

This paper presented novel solutions to address
energy efficiency of the heating system for railroad
switches. This is one of the major energy intensive
equipment within the railway infrastructure, but1150

also a critical one from the dependability perspec-
tive, since it contributes to the correct operation
of the train routing. The proposed energy manage-
ment strategies exploit availability of heterogeneous
data and the fusion with data collected from exter-1155

nal systems to achieve energy saving. In particu-
lar, weather information made available from mete-
orological stations are combined with temperature
data coming from sensors deployed within the rail-
way infrastructure, according to the different logics1160

at the basis of the policies behavior.
A model-based stochastic framework has been

also developed, to perform the assessment of the
two proposed strategies and compare them in terms
of energy consumption, also with a basic policy1165

which represents current practice. An indicator
of unavailability has been also introduced, to un-
derstand to which extent the lower energy con-
sumption is obtained by a strategy at the expense
of switch availability. The ability to represent1170

generic weather conditions (indicative of different
geographical zones, from extremely cold to milder
areas) by properly tuning the characterizing four
parameters, as well as failure events, is a strength
of the assessment framework, since makes it a pow-1175

erful and widely applicable instrument. It has been
exercised on a conveniently chosen case study and,
although the considered scenarios and parameters
setting are not comprehensive of all the possible
studies, they were good enough to show that the1180

newly developed strategies Ppre and Pmem have the
opportunity to be chosen as the most efficient strat-
egy to employ. Of course, the modeling framework
can be profitably exploited to analyze a multitude
of other case studies, to gather wider knowledge on1185

their behavior, and possibly trigger further refine-
ments.

Further extensions are foreseen in several direc-
tions, including: i) to investigate the impact of pa-
rameters that have been kept constant in this anal-1190

ysis, especially the duration of the interval of time
between two activations of the control system, the
communication channels failure rate and the repair
time of failed channel; ii) to consider other topol-
ogy configurations, inducing different dependency1195

among failures of communication channels; iii) fur-
ther enhance the energy management policies by
taking into account also the traffic on the railway
tracks close to the switches. The idea would be that
freezing of a switch is not dangerous if no train is1200

transiting on the interested lines in a certain time
interval, so extra energy could be saved. We believe
that the approaches proposed in this paper are an
important initial step, with potential for immediate
practical exploitation, that helped to learn about1205

the involved dynamics and requirements trade-offs,
thus also facilitating the task of adding new aspects
in the framework (e.g., the train scheduling).
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